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ABSTRACT
Heritability and other genetic effects for the date 
of first flowering, date of maximum flowering, average 
flowering date, percent flowering, pith and brix in 
sugarcane were estimated in a diallel cross experiment. A 
three year study indicated that the date of first flower­
ing, date of maximum flowering, average flowering date, 
and percent flowering were highly heritable characters. 
The heritability estimates of pith and brix were very low 
and variable. Partitioning of total direct response in 
parental lines into average direct and average maternal 
genetic effects indicated that average maternal genetic 
effects of the early and late lines were larger in 
magnitude for all the characters studied. Maternal 
effects of the early line resulted in earlier dates of 
first flowering, maximum flowering, average flowering and 
in increase of percent flowering, while maternal effects 
of the late line delayed these dates and decreased percent 
flowering. Maternal effects of the early line increased 
the incidence of pithiness, while that of mid and late 
lines decreased it. Maternal effects of the early line 
decreased brix, while that of the late line increased it. 
Correlation studies indicated that the date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering and average flowering
date were similar in nature and were probably controlled 
by the same set of genes. Increase in percent flowering 
and pith resulted in a decrease of brix. With such infor­
mation at hand, a breeder can easily identify parental 
lines suitable as male or female for superiority of traits 




Flowering is essential for the production of new 
improved varieties of sugarcane. Sugarcane varieties 
differ in their flowering time, some flower early, some 
flower late, while others do not flower under natural 
conditions.
With the manipulation of photoperiod under controlled 
conditions, it is now possible to induce flowering in 
virtually all varieties of sugarcane and make desired 
crosses. However, the flowering behavior of the progenies 
of these crosses cannot be predicted with confidence. 
Differences between varieties in extent of flowering in a 
particular environment are caused genetically, and are 
therefore heritable (Stevenson, 1965). There are a number 
of reports on the heritability of flowering in sugarcane 
(Roach, 1968? Lyrene, 1977; Loh, 1956; Hogarth, 1971), but 
no work has been done to explore the heritability of all 
aspects of flowering in the progenies of crosses involving 
early, mid, and late season flowering parents in all 
possible combinations including reciprocals.
The knowledge of heritability and repeatability of 
the date of first flowering, date of maximum flowering, 
average flowering date, percent flowering, and their
1
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relationship will be of great advantage to the sugarcane- 
breeder in organizing an efficient sugarcane-breeding 
program.
In sugarcane, the term "pith" is defined as the 
chalky white opaque tissue which develops longitudinally 
in the center of the stalk.
Central core pith of the sugarcane stalk is generally 
considered to be an undesirable varietal character. Pith 
is generally associated with the upper part of the 
flowering stalk. There are some contradictory reports on 
the heritability of pith in sugarcane (Dillewijn, 1952; 
Dutt and Tuljaram, 1950; Subbiah, 1947). No work has been 
done to find the relation between pith in the lower stalk 
with the various aspects of flowering mentioned earlier.
Brix, where the word "brix" means percent solids in 
juice, is generally considered as an estimate of sugar 
content in sugarcane. Brown (1965) reported that brix is 
a moderately heritable character, and Herbert (1956) found 
that high brix behaves as a dominant character in 
crossing. There are also some contradictory reports on the 
correlation of brix with flowering (Seshangiri, 1973; 
Viltos, 1966; Rao and Ventkatraman, 1929; Hogarth, 1971). 
Therefore, further documentation of the existing findings 
will be of great help to the sugarcane breeder.
Maternal effects have been reported to be important 
for a number of characters in sugarcane (Natarajan et al.,
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1967; Raghavan, 1951; Loh and Tseng, 1952). Therefore, 
the partitioning of total direct genetic effects of the 
lines into average direct and average maternal genetic 
effects will give a clear understanding of the importance 
of various effects in breeding programs.
This paper reports the results of a three year study 
on the heritability of flowering, pith and brix, and geno­
typic, phenotypic and environmental correlations among the 
various characters studied.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Heritability of Flowering in Sugarcane
Roach {1968) examined some quantitative characteris­
tics in eight Fj populations resulting from crosses of two 
Saccharum officinarum clones with four Saccharum spon- 
taneum clones. He found the heritability of flowering 
time to be very high and was possibly of the order of 1.0. 
He concluded that flowering time might be controlled by 
additive gene effects and environmental conditions might 
have relatively little effect. Shang et al. (1968) from a 
study of progenies from two crosses (NCO 310 xS. 
spontaneum and NC 19 xS. spontaneum) concluded that 
flowering percentage of the progenies was lower than the 
male parent (£J. spontaneum). Lyrene (1977) studied the 
heritability of flowering in sugarcane by observing the 
percentage of stools that flowered in ten vegetatively 
propagated commercial clones, in twenty-five Fj popula­
tions obtained by crossing five of the clones as females 
with the other five used as males, and in populations 
from the five paternal parents. His estimate of 
heritability was 45 to 81 percent. Loh (1956) reported 
that tasseling is a heritable character of sugarcane and 
the cross of one tasseling parent with one not usually 
tasseling generally produces a higher percentage of non-
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tasseling than tasseling offsprings. 'Hogarth (1971) in a 
factorial mating design, using all possible crosses 
between three varieties designated as females and three 
varieties designated as males found heritability of 
flowering percentage to be 0.80 +  0.33. According to 
Stevenson (1965) differences between varieties in extent 
of flowering in a particular environment are caused 
genetically and are therefore heritable, heavy flowering 
behaves as a dominant character in breeding, and first 
generation hybrids from crosses between varieties of S. 
officinarum and j3. spontaneum are characteristically heavy 
flowering. He elaborated further that arrowing is 
controlled by its own complex polygene system and is not 
part and parcel of vigour as reported by Warner (1953). 
From the progenies of six crosses along with two 
standards, George (1962) concluded that flowering was more 
even in the two standards included in the study due to 
their identical genetic constitution. In the progenies of 
crosses, some flowered heavily while others did not flower 
at all. Loh and Tseng (1952) reported that the cross of 
two usually tasseling or early tasseling parent plants 
usually produces tasseling offsprings. Brett (1950) 
reported that hybrids flower midway between the times of 
flowering of their parents. Suba Rao et al. (1954) 
studied some of the characters of fourteen seedlings of 
the cross s. officinarum variety "Manjri" x Erianthus
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ciliares and found early flowering character of E. 
ciliares to be dominant in the hybrid. Janaki Amal and 
Singh (1936) crossed a form of S. spontaneum , Dehra Dun, 
with Sorghum vulgare, using the former as a female parent 
and found the hybrid to be more like S. spontaneum than 
sorghum but arrowed four months before the usual time of 
flowering in Saccharum. Brett (1954) crossed Saccharum 
clones, POJ 2725, NCO 79, NCO 154, and NCO 310 with 
Miscanthidium flavescens and produced several hundred F^ 
seedlings. Morphologically these seedlings closely 
resembled sugarcane but their flowering time was extended 
to March and April which is several months after the end 
of the sugarcane flowering season. This extended 
flowering habit was contributed by M. flavescens.
Nadu and Ramkishnan (1970) studied the flowering 
behavior in a hybrid between the sugarcane variety 
"Vellai* and the maize variety "Golden Beauty" and found 
that floral initiation and development occurred normally 
in September to October but the tassel did not emerge. 
Norman and Miller (1971) reported that floral initiation 
occurred up to 35 days later in late flowering clones than 
in early flowering clones of sugarcane. In a research 
note (Anonymous, 1939) a cross between POJ 2878, which is 
a hard flowering variety, and CO 290 resulted in a 
seedling which did not tassel. According to Chun (1953) 
POJ 2725 flowers in December and Miscanthus japonicum
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flowers in November; while a hybrid of the cross POJ 2725 
x M. japonicum flowered in November showing a complete 
dominance for earliness of flowering. Govindaswamy et al. 
(1954) reported that Schlerostachya flowers 3 months after 
planting, while sugarcane varieties "Vellai" and POJ 2725 
flower 9 months after planting. They found that the F^ 
hybrids flowered earlier than saccharum and concluded that 
some early flowering genes were transmitted by 
Schlerostachya.
According to Barnes (1964) the development of- sugar­
cane inflorescence is influenced by varietal parentage, by 
latitude and by climate. Brandes (1950) investigated the 
effect of different latitudes on several sugarcane clones, 
using 22 representatives of all the known species of 
Saccharum and planted at 10 different stations, varying in 
latitude from 3.3°N to 39.9°N. Typical commercial hybrids 
of the district were included for comparison at each 
station. He found that some clones did not respond 
favorably to day lengths which were obviously suitable to 
the majority. This indicates that there are inherent dif­
ferences between clones of sugarcane and it must be 
assumed that such differences are hereditary, paliastseas 
(1974) used 3 photoperiod treatments for the induction of 
flowering in commercial clones of sugarcane, in Saccharum 
spontaneum clones, and in clones from F^, Bc^, and BC2 
Saccharum species hybrids. He found that F^ and Bc^
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hybrids flowered about 2 weeks earlier than the commercial 
clones. Bretto (1934) reported that the percentage of 
flowering in a hybrid seedling of sugarcane is greater 
than in either of the parents.
Flowering in Other Grasses
Heritability of flowering is also well documented in 
cereals and other grasses. Crescini (1930) in a study of 
ear emergence in 4 separate crosses with vulgare wheats 
concluded that late flowering character was either com­
pletely dominant or there was a tendency toward lateness. 
Kobaltova (1930) using different durum varieties crosses 
to the same vulgare variety observed considerable differ­
ence in earing time of the F^'s. Bell (1939) concluded 
from his work on ear emergence in cereals that the 
expression of this character was very much affected by the 
environment. Ramiah (1933) reported that late ear emer­
gence was dominant over early in a cross between late and 
early strains in rice. Sampath and Seshu (1961) studied 
the genetics of sensitivity to day length in the Fj and F2 
of rice hybrids. The hybrids were produced by crossing 
the japonica rice varieties with a number of indica 
varieties of different duration (maturity groups) and 
photoperiod sensitivity. The data showed that the short 
duration and low photoperiod sensitivity of japonica 
varieties were dominant over the long duration and high 
photoperiod sensitivity of the indica parents. Sethi et
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al. (1938) noticed incomplete dominance of lateness in F^ 
hybrids of rice and also reported that flowering time was 
governed by cumulative genes.
Noll (1925) made a hybrid oat between early and late 
varieties of oats and showed that in the F-̂ 's flowering 
was early. Cooper (1959) reports from his work on rye­
grass that heading date is polygenic and there is a 
tendency of the progeny from both extremely early and 
extremely late parents to approach closer to the popula­
tion mean. Baker et al. (1972) studied the inheritance of 
flowering time in flax. He crossed 5 early cultivars to a 
common late flowering strain in 5 biparental crosses. He 
observed dominance toward early flowering in all the 
crosses studied. Rood and Major (1981) investigated the 
inheritance of flowering time and tillering in F^ and F2 
populations of maize and observed dominance for early 
flowering and increased tillering. Swarup and Chaugale 
(1962) reported a high heritability value of 96.69% for 
panicle emergence in sorghum.
Cooper (1954) tested the genetic control of heading 
responses by crossing parents from extreme populations of 
the outbreeding group, Lolium rigidium, L. italicum, L. 
perenne, and growing parents, F^, F 2 and backcross 
progenies in such a range of environments as would 
separate the two developmental responses, competence of 
short apex and response to photoperiod. Both competence
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and response to photoperiod were found to be polygenically 
controlled and both of these characters behaved as 
threshhold characters. He concluded that for each geno­
type there may exist a critical photoperiod or critical 
low temperature without which a heading can occur. Allard 
and Evans (1941) studied the photoperiodic response of 
early, mid-late, and late flowering strains of Kentucky 
blue grass and concluded that there were inherent strain 
differences of flowering time. Quinby and Harper (1945) 
from their study on a short-day species of sorghum 
reported that its response to photoperiodism was geneti­
cally controlled.
Heritability of flowering in sugarcane and other 
grasses is well documented as is evident from the fore­
going review, but no work has been reported on 
heritability of the date of first flowering, maximum 
flowering, average flowering date, and percent flowering 
on individual basis.
Pithiness
Rodriguez and Diaz (1981) reported positive relation­
ship between stalk pithiness and flowering in sugarcane. 
Evan (1966) studied the flowering behavior and pithiness 
in 21 varieties of sugarcane and concluded that there was 
a positive relationship between pithiness and flowering.
Lakshmikantham (1946) reported that arrowed canes 
contained more pith than unarrowed canes. In response to
a letter by Evan (1966) Mangelsdorf reported that the 
tendency to develop pithiness is to a considerable degree 
a varietal characteristic and some clones, especially 
those derived from spontaneum crosses, tend to be pithy 
even in the absence of tasseling. In response to the same 
letter (Evan, 1966), Chilton stated that pithiness was an 
inherent varietal characteristic. Singh and Singh (1959) 
also regarded pithiness as primarily a varietal 
characteristic and in support of their claim they reported 
that CO 453 and CO 385 showed high pith development 
whereas CO 312 and CO 29 had solid stalks.
viltos (1966) compared flowering and nonflowering 
stalks of variety B41227 and observed that pithiness was 
present in each flowering stalk while the nonflowering 
stalks from both flowering and nonflowering stools showed 
no pith. He further reported that where pith was present, 
it appeared to extend down about three-quarters the length 
of the stalk. Juang (1964) found that differences in 
pithiness were not correlated with vigour. Subbaiah 
(1947) reported that some varieties developed pith when 
planted in winter but showed little tendency to develop 
pith when planted in summer, and he further noticed that 
flowering had no effect on the development of pith. 
Lakshmikantham and Prasada (1954) reported that internodes 
having splits on them (e.g. CO 449) contained more pith 
than those without splits. They further elaborated that 
since pithiness is a heritable varietal character and
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canes having split internodes contain more pith, therefore 
it would be desirable to include varieties exhibiting 
comparatively lesser number of split internodes for pro­
ducing nonpithy progeny.
Dutt and Tuljaram (1950) studied the inheritance of 
pithiness in sugarcane and concluded that it was a 
heritable character. They studied the progeny of all 
possible biparental crosses involving pithy and nonpithy 
parents and found that pithy x pithy parents produced 
pithy seedlings; while the incidence of pithiness was 
greatly reduced when one parent in the cross was nonpithy.
According to the review of work on pithiness, it is 
evident that pith is a varietal character and is associ­
ated with flowering, but except for one report (Viltos, 
1966), no other worker has shown where in the stalk they 
looked for pith.
Refracto-Brix Readings
Seshangiri (1973) studied the effect of flowering on 
brix in two varieties and found that in one variety 
flowering had a considerable effect resulting in signifi­
cant losses in brix, while in the other variety flowering 
had no significant effect. In variety B52107 for the same 
intensity of flowering (50%) as in B57150, loss of total 
brix was about ten times higher than in B57150. He 
attributed the large differences between the two varieties 
to the time of flowering, extent of pithiness and pattern
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of sideshooting. Variety B57150 was late flowering. Jose 
(1965) measured the effect of flowering on fibre % cane, 
juice extraction % cane, percent sucrose in juice, sugar 
yield and weight of cane. The flowered and unflowered 
canes compared were of the same variety and came from the 
same soil, in young plants the differences were slight, 
and there was practically no difference between unflowered 
cane and one at the elongation stage. When the flower was 
comparatively young, differences started to appear, and 
when the flower was 3 months old, the differences were 
greater and more obvious.
Itakura et al. (1984) reported that variety KP 69-43, 
which matured earlier and had better quality juice than 
the other varieties studied, also produced more flowers, 
produced flowers earliest, and had the more stable floral 
development. Rao and Venkatraman (1929) reported that 
refractometer determinations (brix) at Coimbatore had 
shown a sudden drop immediately previous to flowering. 
According to Viltos (1966) the flowering canes exhibited 
significantly higher brix values than the nonflowering 
canes. In West Indies (Anonymous, 1974) no evidence for 
significant differences in any of the components of cane 
quality (brix, purity, fibre) was found between flowered 
- -and non-flowered stalks. According to Froberville (1923), 
brix, sucrose content, and purity of arrowed canes are 
lower than unarrowed canes.
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STUDIES ON THE INHERITANCE OF 
FLOWERING IN SUGARCANE1
ABSTRACT
The inheritance of date of first flowering, date of 
maximum flowering, average flowering date, and percent 
flowering was investigated in sugarcane crosses involving 
early, mid, and late flowering parents in all possible 
combinations. Data were taken on the F^ progenies of 
plant crops in 1983 and 1984, and a ratoon crop in 1985. 
Significant year * female interaction for all the 
characters studied indicated that the inheritance patterns 
were different in different years. Low heritability 
estimates were obtained in 1983, while the estimates were 
high in 1984 and 1985. Partitioning of total direct 
genetic effects in lines indicated that average maternal 
genetic effects of the early and late lines were larger in 
magnitude and were highly significant for all the 
characters studied. Maternal effects of the early line 
resulted in earlier dates of first flowering, maximum 
flowering, average flowering and in increase in percent 
flowering, while maternal effects of the late line delayed
1M. Imran, A. M. Saxton, J. D. Miller, and F. A. 
Martin
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these dates and decreased percent flowering. With such 
information at hand a breeder can easily identify parental 
lines suitable as male or female for superiority of traits 
known to be determined by the individual genotype or 
maternal effects respectively.
Additional index words: Line heterosis, General combining
ability effects, Direct heterosis, Specific reciprocal 
effects, Degree of dominance, Diallel.
INTRODUCTION
Flowering is essential for the production of improved 
varieties of sugarcane, sugarcane varieties differ in 
flowering time; some varieties flower early, some flower 
late, while others do not flower under natural conditions. 
With photoperiod manipulation it is possible to induce 
flowering in virtually all varieties, and much use is made 
of this technique to synchronize flowering and achieve 
desirable crosses.
There are some reports in literature about the heri- 
tability of flowering in sugarcane. No systematic work 
has been done to explore the heritability of flowering in 
the progenies of all possible crosses involving early, 
mid, and late parents. Roach (1968) examined some 
quantitative characteristics in eight F^ populations and 
found the heritability of flowering to be very high. 
Shang et al. (1968) reported that flowering percentage in 
the F^ progenies was lower than the male parent. Lyrene 
(1977) studied the heritability of flowering in sugarcane 
by observing the percentage of stools that flowered in ten 
vegetatively propagated commercial clones, in twenty-five 
F^ populations, and in S]_ populations. He found the 
heritability in the range of 45 to 81 percent. Loh (1956) 
reported that tasseling is a heritable character of sugar-
23
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cane and the cross of one tasseling parent with one not 
usually tasseling generally produces higher percentage of 
non-tasseling offsprings. On the contrary, Stevenson 
(1965) reported that heavy flowering behaves as a dominant 
character in sugarcane breeding. Loh and Tseng (1952) 
observed that the cross of two usually tasseling or early 
tasseling parent plants usually produces tasseling off­
spring. Brett (1950) reported that hybrids flower mid-way 
between the times of flowering of their parents. 
According to Bretto (1934) the percentage of flowering in 
a hybrid seedling of sugarcane is greater than in either 
of the parents. Hogarth (1971) estimated heritability of 
flowering percentage to be 0.80 ■£ 0.33.
Studies on the inheritance of flowering time in 
cereals and other grasses are well documented. Crescini 
(1930) in a study of ear emergence in four separate 
crosses with vulgare wheats, concluded that the late 
flowering character was either completely dominant or 
there was a tendency toward lateness. Bell (1939) 
concluded from his work on ear emergence in cereals' that 
the expression of this character was very much affected by 
the environment. Ramiah (1933) reported that late ear 
emergence was dominant over early in a cross between late 
and early strains in rice; while Sethi et al. (1938) 
noticed incomplete dominance of lateness in P-̂  hybrids of 
rice. Noll (1925) from a study of hybrid oats between
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early and late varieties of oats, reported that in the 
F-̂ 's flowering was early. Cooper (1959) made extensive 
studies on the inheritance of flowering time in rye grass 
and concluded that there was a tendency of the progeny 
from both extremely early and extremely late parents to 
approach closer to the population mean. Baker et al. 
(1972) studied the inheritance of flowering time in flax 
and noticed a dominant trend to early flowering in five 
crosses.
In addition to the above reports, several other 
workers have studied the inheritance of flowering time in 
cereals and other grasses (Rood and Major, 1981; Swarup 
and Chaugale, 1962; Allard and Evans, 1941; Quinby and 
Karper, 1945).
It is evident from this review that flowering is a 
heritable character, but no work has been done to estimate 
heritability of the date of first flowering, date of maxi­
mum flowering, average flowering date and percent flower­
ing on individual basis in biparental crosses of early, 
mid, and late flowering parents.
This paper reports the results of three years' 
studies on the inheritance of flowering in sugarcane.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments were conducted at the Sugarcane Field 
Station, Canal Point (Florida) during the years 1983, 1984
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and 1985. The material used in this study was selected 
from the sugarcane breeding population of the station.
From previous histories of flowering behaviors 
parents with early, mid, and late flowering characters 
were identified. Crosses involving all possible 
biparental combinations of early, mid, and late parents 
were selected for this study. Cross type and number of 
clones in each cross are reported in Table 1.
Crosses and parents had been field-planted in a com­
pletely randomized design in December, 1982 and were ready 
for evaluation when this study was initiated in December, 
1983. . The progenies of the crosses had been selected for 
agronomic type only. No selection pressure had been 
exerted for flowering, brix or pith.
Field notes on flowering time were taken three times, 
at 10 day intervals in December 1983. Total stalks in each 
clone and number of stalks that flowered were recorded. 
During the last round of observations on flowering, all 
stalks in early or late boot-stage were considered as 
flowering.
After completing data on flowering, a replicated 
field trial was planted during the last week of December 
1983. For planting the replicated trial, 20 clones in 
each cross (except cross numbers 80-452 and 79-385) were 
selected at random and planted in a randomized block 
design with three replications. In cross numbers 80-452
27
Table 1. Cross numbers, types of crosses, and number of 











80-410 E X E CP68-1067 X CP77-403 43
80-58 E X M CP68-1067 X CP76-1053 42
78-143 E X L CP68-1067 X CP71-1240 163
80-452 M X E CP72-1210 X CP75-1632 21
78-815 M X M CP72-1210 X CP70-1133 20
78-583 M X L CP72-1210 X CP74-2005 66
79-385 L X E CP75-1553 X CP75-1082 8
79-483 L X M CP75-1553 X CP70-1133 42
79-351 L X L CP75-1553 X CP72-1370 33
*E = early, M = mid, and L = late flowering.
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and 79-385 only 17 and 7 clones were available, respec­
tively.
In each replication, 2 stalks of each of the randomly 
selected clones were cut into three-budded sets and 
planted. Each replication included the parental clones 
and all clones were space-planted five feet between rows 
and eight feet within a row. The whole experimental area 
was bordered with a commercial sugarcane variety. In 
December 1984 and 1985, data on flowering was recorded the 
same way as in 1983.
The genetic design of these experiments was a fac­
torial design (diallel) in the sense of Hogarth (1968). 
Parental lines were randomly selected from each of three 
genotypes with early, mid, and late flowering characteris­
tics. It was assumed that all parents from each genotype 
shared similar genes. For flowering data the following 
values were calculated for each clone:
(i) Date of first flowering
(ii) Date of maximum flowering
(iii) Average flowering date 
(iv) Flowering percentage 
Depending on the flowering period, class values of 1 
to 4 were used to designate the date of first flowering, 
date of maximum flowering and average flowering date of 
each clone. Clones which flowered during the first 10 
days of December were designated as 1; those which
flowered during the next 10 days, i.e. from December 11 to
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20, were designated as 2; those which flowered during the
last 10 days of December were rated as 3; and those which
did not flower up to the end of December were rated as 4.
Similar rating was done for the date of maximum flowering
and average flowering date, while percent of flowering was
calculated on the basis of total number of stalks in each
clone. For calculating average flowering date, each class
value was multiplied by its frequency of flowering and
after adding them over all classes were divided by the
total number of flowers. These values were used in the
statistical analysis. The 1983 data was analyzed as a
completely randomized design with factorial arrangement of
treatments, while the 1984 and 1985 (stubble crop of 1984)
data was analyzed as a randomized complete block design
with factorial arrangement of treatments. Block variation
was preadjusted out of the 1984 data when it was combined
with the 1983 data. The combined analyses were done to
detect possible genotype * year interaction.
Before performing the genetic analysis, the following
additional assumptions were made:
(i) diploid inheritance,
(ii) random choice of parents from a random
mating population, and
(iii) no epistasis.
Estimates of variance components due to males (CTH*i ), 
%■females ( ) ,  and the interaction between males and
females (0«if ) were derived from the analysis of variance
{Hogarth, 1971; Becker, 1984).
Following the methods of Kempthorne (1957), estimates
x
of additive genetic variance ) and the dominance
a.genetic variance (0"» ) were calculated from the variance
components as follows:
cr-m = cr̂. = <^a + -----
j, ^
~ Gj) +  l/g +  + ----
*• i-Assuming no epistasis, estimates of Cft and O'n were
x. X. 1obtained from cr^ , and < % /  :
3 <5~D
x- x.If <Tm was negative, which happened often, <7̂. was used to
estimate <r>j
2.The total genetic variance {(Tg ) was obtained fromX Vthe addition of c A  and^j) ; while total phenotypicXvariance {G'p ) was calculated as:
x- a. x- x a.
<T/» — -*• G 'f  +  9 V i /  ■+■
Estimates of heritability (h2 ) and the degree of genetic
determination (g2) were obtained according to methods of
Falconer (1960):
o ** * **h2 = G-fijC'p
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Various statistical genetic effects, such as line, 
maternal, general combining ability and heterotic effects, 
were estimated by least squares using the models of Eisen 
et al. (1983). Practical interpretation of these effects 
was done as described by Gregory et al. (1978) and Eisen 
et al. (1983).
The mean of the progeny of each cross was compared 
with the mid-parent value in order to detect possible 
dominance for the date of first flowering, date of maximum 
flowering, and percent flowering (Luna, 1965).
RESULTS
Combined analysis of variance of crosses for the two 
plant crops in 1983 and 1984 is presented in Table 2, and 
a separate analysis for the ratoon crop of 1985 is 
reported in Table 3.
In the combined analysis, the year * female inter­
action was significant for all the four characters 
studied. For the date of first flowering the year * male 
* female interaction was also found to be significant. 
These significant interactions indicate phenotypic insta­
bility of the female component and crosses, while non­
significant terms for male and female indicate uniformity 
between both sets of parents. Hogarth (1977) also 
reported some significant interactions for some other
Table 2: Combined analysis for the two plant crops in
1983 and 1984 for each character
Source
Mean Squares1
df DOFF DOMF AFD PTF
Years 1 4.881 0.958 0.018 1.187
Male 2 2.396 1.300 1.641 0.434
Female 2 46.581 41.845 32.787 2.969
Year * Male 2 6.581 2.507 2.526 0.435
Year * Female 2 26.929* 19.180* 14.445* 2.272**
Male * Female 4 5.610 5.278 4.456 0.139
Year * Male * Female 4 4.011* 2.465 2.145 0.129
Error 912 1.459 1.358 1.162 0.072
*DOFF = date of first flowering, DOMF = date of maximum flowering,
AFD = average flowering date, PTF = percent flowering.




Table 3: Analysis of variance for the ratoon crop in 1985
Source df
Mean Squares^-
DOFF DOMF AFD PTF
Rep 2 1.717** 1.877** 0.896** 0.120*
Male 2 18.679* 14.209 9.843 1.025*
Female 2 51.205** 48.828** 34.706** 2.170**
Male * Female 4 1.038** 2.859** 1.413** 0.130*
Male * Female * Rep 16 0.193 NS 0.235 0.085 0.334
Error 465 1.507 1.235 0.0818 0.0624
^DOFF = date of first flowering, DOMF = date of maximum flowering, AFD = 





traits in sugarcane, but his results were based on the 
combined analysis of plant and ratoon crops; therefore, 
year and crop class (plant or ratoon) were completely con­
founded. In this study this problem was overcome by com­
bining the two plant crops and separating the ratoon.
The ratoon crop had significant differences for 
replications, female and male * female interaction for all 
the characters studied (Table 3). Significant differences 
in mean squares for male were observed for the date of 
first flowering and percent flowering.
Estimates of heritability and the degree of genetic 
determination were very low for all the characters studied 
in 1983 (Table 4). In 1984 and 1985 heritability estimates 
were high for all the characters studied.
The explanation for the low heritability estimates in 
1983 may be the significant year * female interaction. As 
sugarcane is a photoperiod sensitive plant, therefore, the 
environmental conditions in 1983 might have depressed 
flowering by repressing the genes involved in flowering. 
As we did not have replicated plots of each clone in 1983, 
while clones were replicated in 1984 and 1985, therefore, 
it may be another possible explanation for low herita­
bility estimates in 1983.
The degree of genetic determination (g2) is generally 
regarded as the upper limit of heritability (Robinson, 
1963), but in the present study most of the g^ estimates 
were lower than the heritability estimates (Table 4). The
Table 4: Estimates of heritability (h2) and degree of genetic
determination (g2) and their standard errors
Character
1983 1984 1985
h2 _2g h2 g2 h2 g2
DOFF 0.067 0.037 1.185 0.344 0.686 0.239+ ** + ± + Hr
0.112 0.027 0.927 0.232 0.501 0.132
DOMF 0.093 0.028 1.123 0.330 0.775 0.261+ ± £ + +
0.112 0.027 0.883 0.221 0.580 0.149
AFD 0.086 0.034 1.199 0.345 0.825 0.275+ + £ + ± *
0.119 0.028 0.929 0.232 0.615 0.158
PTF 0.035 0.062 1.471 0.380 0.671 0.259
± ± ± + + ±
0.058 0.044 1.082 0.271 0.503 0.138
Com
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male variance component for almost all of the characters 
studied was negative which reduced the total genetic 
variance and consequently the g^ estimate. Due to this, 
the female variance component was used to estimate h and 
consequently h estimates may be inflated from maternal 
effects.
Total direct genetic effects in early, mid, and late 
lines were partitioned into average direct and average 
maternal genetic effects (Tables 5 and 6). For the 
combined data of two plant-crops, early and late lines had 
large average direct genetic effects for the date of first 
flowering, date of m a x imum flowering, and average 
flowering date (Table 5). The effects of early line were 
negative for these characters, which means that the early 
lines decreased or made earlier the dates of first flower­
ing, maximum flowering and average flowering. Similarly, 
the positive effects of the late lines resulted in delay 
of these dates. The average direct genetic effects for 
the mid lines were comparatively smaller, but were 
positive for the characters mentioned earlier. This 
indicates that the mid line also contributed toward 
lateness of these characters. In the ratoon crop similar 
results were obtained except for the mid line, which 
showed larger average direct genetic effects than the late 
line (Table 6).
Average direct genetic effects of the early line for 
percent flowering were positive and comparatively larger
Table 5: Average direct genetic effects (line), average maternal genetic effects (maternal), and general
combining ability (gca) of lines for the combined data of 1983 and 1984 (plant crops).
Lines
line maternal gca
DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PER
Early -0.230 -0.178 -0.183 0.109** -0.345** -0.358** -0.290** 0.064** -0.194 -0.135 -0.163 0.066**
Mid 0.047 0.031 0.004 -0.073* 0.002 0.036 0.014 0.019 0.218* 0.159 0.168 -0.054*
Late 0.183 0.147 0.184 -0.036 0.343* 0.322** 0.277** -0.083** -0.024 -0.023 -0.004 -0.012
5E 0.151 0.144 0.134 0.033 0.106 0.102 0.081 0.022 0.104 0.101 0.093 0.023
* P < 0.05
**P < 0.01
Table 6: Average direct genetic effects (line), average maternal genetic effects (maternal), and general
combining ability (gca) of lines for 1985 (ratoon crop).
line maternal gca
Lines DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTR
Early -0.746** -0.587** -0.492** 0.169** -0.204 -0.251* -0.213* 0.027 -0.585** -0.599** --0.469** 0.143**
Mid 0.491** 0.368** 0.311** -0.093** -0.074 -0.039 -0.359 0.035 0.316** 0.381** 0.290** -0.088**
Late 0.255 0.219 0.181 -0.077* 0.279* 0.291** 0.249** -0.062** 0.269** 0.179 0.179* -0.055**
SE 0.178 0.161 0.134 0.036 0.121 0.110 0.089 0.024 0.121 0.110 0.090 0.024




than the mid and late lines (Tables 5 and 6). This 
indicates that the early line increased percent flowering, 
while mid and late lines had negative effects on this 
character.
Maternal genetic effects of the early and late lines 
for the combined data of 1983 and 1984 were much larger 
than the average direct genetic effects of these lines for 
the dates of first flowering, maximum flowering, and 
average flowering (Table 5). Natarajan et al. (1967) and 
Raghavan (1951) have also reported maternal influences in 
Saccharum for a number of other characters. In the ratoon 
crop, mid line showed larger maternal effects for average 
flowering; and maternal effects of the late line were 
consistently larger than average direct genetic effects 
for the date of first flowering, date of maximum flowering 
and average flowering date (Table 6).
Mid line exhibited the largest general combining 
ability effects for the date of first flowering, date of 
maximum flowering, and average flowering date (Table 5). 
The effects of the early line were negative for these 
characters which indicate earliness of the characters. 
The positive contribution of the early line for percent 
flowering means an increase in percent flowering. The mid 
line resulted in delayed dates of first flowering, maximum 
flowering, and average flowering; and a decrease in 
percent flowering. The effects of the late line for all 
the characters were comparatively small and negative in
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direction. In the ratoon crop (Table 6) general combining 
ability (gca) effects were much larger than for the 
combined plant crop data. Early line resulted in 
earliness of the dates of first flowering, maximum 
flowering and average flowering date and an increase in 
percent flowering, while gca effects of the mid and late 
lines were opposite in direction in these characters.
Line direct heterosis (hi) is reported in Table 7. 
Overall direct heterosis was significant for the date of 
first flowering, date of maximum flowering, and average 
flowering date for the combined plant crop data of 1983 
and 1984. Based on the magnitude of line direct heterosis 
in the combined plant crop data, early and mid lines would 
be expected to contribute the most to direct heterosis of 
a cross (hij). This expectation was realized, and the E * 
M cross showed the highest percent direct heterosis for 
the date of first flowering, date of maximum flowering, 
and average flowering date (Table 8). In the ratoon crop 
early line showed highly significant heterotic effects for 
the date of maximum flowering and average flowering date.
Direct heterosis effects (hij), which estimate 
nonadditive and epistatic gene action, were highly signi­
ficant for the date of first flowering and average flower­
ing date in the E * M cross for the combined plant crop 
data (Table 8). The same cross also resulted in a 
significant hij for the date of maximum flowering. The M * 
L cross too exhibited significant hij effects for the date
Table 7: Line direct heterosis (hi) for the date of first flowering (DOFF), date of maximum flowering
(DOMF), average flowering date (AFD), and percent flowering (PTF).
1983 + 1984 (combined)
Line DOFF DOMF AFD PTF
Early 0.176± 0.191*± 0.163* -0.011*0.113 0.109 0.101 0.025
Mid 0.313** 0.286**X 0.281**± -0.025*
0.109 0.105 0.097 0.024
Late 0.158+ 0.166± 0.150+ 0.013+




0.099 0.096 0.088 0.022
aoverall heterosis
* P < 0.05 
**P < 0.01
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Table 8: Direct heterosis of crosses {hij), direct heterosis of crosses as percent of mid-parent (hij %),
**





DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTF
E * M 0.331** 0.311* 0.294** -0.022 20.94 16.19 13.36 4.23 -0.113 -0.131 -0.102 0.027
E * L 0.021 0.071 0.033 0.001 0.84 2.50 1.12 0.26 0.113 0.131 0.102 -0.027
M * L 0.294* 0.261* 0.267* -0.028 9.80 8.47 8.32 14.74 -0.113 -0.131 -0.102 0.027
SE 0.138 0.133 0.123 0.033 0.087 0,084 0.078 0.019






of first flowering, date of maximum flowering, and average 
flowering date. The direct heterotic effects of the E * L 
cross were non-significant for all the characters based on 
the combined data of 1983 and 1984 (Table 8). In the 
ratoon crop of 1985, the E * M cross resulted in 
significant direct heterosis for average flowering date; 
while the E * L cross made significant contribution to 
direct heterosis of the date of maximum flowering and 
average flowering date.
The contribution of specific combining ability 
effects to direct heterosis could not be determined as 
such effects cannot be estimated from a 3 x 3 type of 
diallel, used in this study. However, dominance devia­
tions, and epistasis (assumed to be negligible in this
study) might have contributed to direct heterosis.
* *  * *
Specific reciprocal effects (rij = -rji) defined by 
subtracting from reciprocal effects (rij) the average 
maternal differences between lines i and j (mj - mi)/2, 
were non-significant (Tables 8, 9). This means that
cytoplasmic effects were not important for the characters 
studied.
Based on the combined data of 1983 and 1984, means 
between crosses and their mid-parent values were compared 
to detect possible dominance (Table 10). An approximate 
t-test indicated that only the M * E cross showed 
significant dominance effects for the date of first
Table 9: Direct heterosis of crosses (hij), direct heterosis of crosses as percent of mid-parent (hij %),
**




Cross DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTF DOFF DOMF AFD PTF
E * M -0.278 -0.235 -0.240* 0.019 -12.817 - 9.643 - 9.281 5.205 -0.009 0.041 -0.012 0.017
E * L -0.207 -0.363* -0.285* 0.045 - 9.745 -15.271 -11.194 12.064 0.009 0.041 0.012 -0.017
M * L 0.075 0.100 0.073 -0.055 2.937 3.555 2.511 -18.900 -0.009 -0.041 0.012 0.017
SE 0.167 0.154 0.125 0.034 0.074 0.067 0.083 0.023
* P < 0.05
**P < 0.01
4>
Table 10: Comparison of means between crosses and their mid-parent values, and degree of dominance
for the combined data of 1983 and 1984 (plant crops)
DOFF DOMF
Mid- Mid-
Parent Degree of Parent Degree of
Parents Value Cross Dominance Parents Value cross Dominance
E=1.16, E=1 1.08 (E*E) = 1.91 10.37 E=1.68, E=1 1.34 (E*E) = 2.09 2.21
E=1.16, M=2.16 1.66 (E*M) = 2.68 2.04 E=1.68, M=2.16 1.92 (E*M) = 2.85 3.88
E=1.16, L=4.00 2.58 (E*L) 3.38 0.56 E=1.68, 3>4.00 2.84 (E*L) = 3.48 0.55
M=2 , E=1 1.50 (M*E) = 2.54 2.08 1^2.16, E=1 1.58 (M*E) = 2.69 1.91
M=2 , M=1.5 1.75 (M*M) = 2.66 3.64 M=2.16, M=1.66 1.91 (M*M) = 2.84 3.72
M=2 , L=4.00 3.00 (M*L) - 3.22 0.22 M=2.16, L=4.00 3.08 (M*L) = 3.25 0.18
L=3.88, E=1.33 2.61 (L*E) 2.38 0.18 Ir=3.83, E=1.66 2.75 (L*E) = 2.46 -0.27
L=3•88, M=1.50 2.69 (L*M) = 3.11 0.35 L=3.83, M=1.66 2.75 (L*M) = 3.23 0.44











E=0.79, E=0.91 0.85 (E*E) = 0.46 -6.50
E=0.79, M=0.27 0.53 (E*M) = 0.30 -0.88
E=0.79, lr=0.00 0.40 (E*L) = 0.12 -0.70
M=0.39, E=0.79 0.59 (M*E) - 0.32 -1.40
M=0.39, M=0.56 0.48 (M*M) = 0.22 -3.25
M=0.39, L=0.00 0.20 (M*L) = 0.13 -0.37
L=0.04, E=0.81 0.43 (L*E) = 0.31 -0.32
L=0.04/ M=0.56 0.30 (L*M) = 0.17 -0.50
L=0•04, L=0.00 0.02 (L*L) = 0.15 6.50
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dominance effects for the date of first flowering and date 
of maximum flowering. Dominance effects for percent 
flowering were, however, significant in most of the 
crosses. Irrespective of whether dominance effects were 
significant or not, the degree of dominance has been com­
puted for each cross and represents the best available 
estimate from the data (Table 10). As the parental mean 
values are based on only four plots of each parent, 
whereas the cross values are based on four plots each of a 
large number of clones in each cross, therefore the degree 
of dominance reported might be biased.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these compari­
sons in Table 10. L * E and L * L crosses resulted in the 
earliness of the dates of first flowering and maximum 
flowering. L * L cross also resulted in an increase in 
percent flowering than either of the parent and mid-parent 
value. In general, however, across all crosses less 
flowering was observed for crosses as compared to their 
parents. Lyrene (1977) also reported reduced flowering in 
the progenies of some F^ crosses compared to their 
parents.
DISCUSSION
This study further documents the application of 
quantitative genetic theory to sugarcane. The foregoing 
results will be helpful to the sugarcane breeder in the
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selection of breeding material for an efficient breeding 
program.
Most of the previous reports on the subject, dealt 
with the heritability of flowering on percent basis, while 
in this study a different approach was made by looking at 
the heritability of date of first flowering, date of 
maximum flowering, average flowering date, and percent 
flowering in a diallel cross experiment involving early, 
mid, and late flowering lines.
Low heritability estimates for all the characters 
studied in 1983 may be attributed to genotype-environment 
interaction. The significant year * female interactions 
in the analysis of combined data of 1983 and 1984 (Table 
2) might be reflecting low heritability estimates in 1983. 
Robinson et al. (1949) also reported low and high 
heritability estimates of the same traits in corn in dif­
ferent years and he attributed these differences to 
genotype-environment interactions.
As we did not have replicated plots of each clone in 
1983, while clones were replicated in 1984 and 1985, 
therefore, it may be another possible explanation for low 
heritability estimates in 1983.
The 1984 and 1985 estimates of heritability for all 
the characters studied were high, which indicate a 
favorable selection response for these characters. Almost
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similar heritability estimates of the traits studied indi­
cate that either similar genes are involved in the inheri­
tance of these traits, or these traits are linked.
Maternal influences may be important for a number of 
characters in sugarcane (Natarajan et al., 1967 and 
Raghavan, 1951). To explore the effect of maternal 
influences on the characters studied, total direct effects 
in early, mid, and late lines were partitioned into 
average direct and average maternal genetic effects as 
discussed by Eisen et al. (1983). Average direct genetic 
effects of the early line were important in making earlier 
the dates of first flowering, maximum flowering, and 
average flowering. Similarly the average direct genetic 
effects of the late line delayed these dates. Based on the 
combined plant crop data of 1983 and 1984, average 
maternal genetic effects of the early and late lines were 
much larger than the average direct genetic effects of 
these lines for the dates of first flowering, maximum 
flowering, and average flowering. Again, the average 
maternal genetic effects of the early line resulted in 
making earlier the above mentioned dates, while that of 
the late line delayed these dates.
The higher magnitude of the maternal effects than for 
direct effects may be explained in two ways. First, genes 
influencing maternal effects of the dates of first flower­
ing, maximum flowering, and average flowering may have
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larger effects. Second, the covariance between direct and 
maternal genetic effects for these characters may be par­
ticularly large so that loci affecting primarily maternal 
influences might have been shifted much in gene frequency 
(Eisen et al., 1983).
The average performance of a line in crosses is 
measured by its general combining ability, which includes 
average direct genetic effects and line heterotic effects. 
For the combined data of 1983 and 1984, mid line exhibited 
larger general combining ability for the date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering, and average 
flowering date. Mid line significantly delayed the date 
of first flowering and significantly reduced percent 
flowering. Early line significantly increased percent 
flowering and though statistically nonsignificant, it made 
earlier the dates of first flowering, maximum flowering 
and average flowering. Though negative in direction, the 
magnitude of g^ effects of the late line was much smaller 
than the early and mid lines. All of the three lines 
showed highly significant gca effects for almost all of 
the characters studied in the ratoon crop of 1985. This 
means that additive effects may be more important for 
these characters than non-additive effects.
In addition to a number of other useful effects 
studied in this experiment, a more useful contribution of 
this study is the clarification of flowering behavior in L
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* E and L * L crosses. Late flowering varieties of 
sugarcane are generally induced to flowering under 
controlled photoperiod conditions for utilization in 
crosses, but the sugarcane breeder is never sure of the 
flowering behavior in the progenies of such crosses. On 
the basis of the results of this study L * E and L * L 
crosses generally produce progenies which are earlier in 
flowering than the late parents and also result in com­
paratively earlier date of maximum flowering. L * L cross 
also resulted in an increase in percent flowering than 
either of the parents and mid-parent value.
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HERITABILITY OF PITH AND BRIX AND 
SOME CORRELATION STUDIES IN SUGARCANE1
ABSTRACT
The heritability of pith and brix was investigated in 
a 3 * 3 diallel cross experiment involving early, mid, and 
late flowering parents in all possible combinations 
including reciprocals. A three year study gave a maximum 
heritability estimate of 20.5% recorded for pith, while 
the maximum heritability for brix was 13.5%. Partitioning 
of total direct genetic response into average direct and 
average maternal genetic effects indicated that average 
maternal genetic effects were more important than average 
direct effects for pith, while both average direct and 
average maternal genetic effects were important for brix. 
Correlation studies indicated high and positive genotypic 
and phenotypic correlations of the date of first flowering 
with the date of maximum flowering and average flowering 
date. Percent flowering and pith were negatively 
correlated with the date of first flowering, date of 
maximum flowering and average flowering date. There was a 
positive correlation between pith and percent flowering.




Brix was found to be positively correlated with the date 
of first flowering, date of maximum flowering and average 
flowering date. This means the earlier the flowering type 
was, the lower was brix, while the later the flowering 
type was, the higher was brix. A negative correlation was 
observed for brix with percent flowering and pith. These 
clones with lower brix values had higher percent flowering 
and were found to be more pithy than high brix clones.
Additional index words: General combining ability, direct
heterosis, reciprocal effects, early brix, late brix.
INTRODUCTION
In sugarcane the term pith is defined as the chalky 
white opaque tissue which develops longitudinally in the 
center of the stalk. After some time, the constituent 
cells of the tissue die or disintegrate and a longitudinal 
hollow is formed {Lakshmikantham, 1946). Pithiness of the 
sugarcane stalk is generally regarded as a varietal 
character. It becomes more pronounced in the upper por­
tion of flowering stalks.
According to Evans (1966) there is little information 
on the subject of pithiness in sugarcane. The central 
core pithiness is either inherent in the variety or 
results from adverse growing conditions (Dillewijn, 1952). 
Dutt and Tuljaram (1950) studied the inheritance of 
pithiness in sugarcane and concluded that it was a 
heritable character. Lakshmikantham (1946) reported that 
arrowed canes contained more pith than unarrowed canes. 
Singh and Singh (1959) regarded pithiness to be primarily 
a varietal character and showed that Co 453 and Co 385 
were highly pithy, whereas Co 312 and Col 29 had solid 
canes.
Looking at the flowering behavior and pithiness in 
twenty-one varieties of sugarcane, Evan (1966) found a 
positive relationship between pithiness and flowering.
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Rodriguez and Diaz (1981) also reported a positive rela­
tionship between stalk pithiness and flowering in sugar­
cane. Viltos (1966) compared flowering and nonflowering 
stalks of variety B41227 and observed that pith was 
present in each flowering stalk, while the nonflowering 
stalks from both flowering and nonflowering stools showed 
no pith. He further reported that where pith was present 
it appeared to extend down about three quarters the length 
of the stalk. Some varieties developed pith when planted 
in winter but showed little tendency to develop pith when 
planted in summer (Subbiah, 1947). He further observed 
that flowering had no effect on the development of pith.
Brix is generally considered as an estimate of sugar 
content in sugarcane. Brown (1965) reported that brix is 
a moderately heritable character. Punja and Hooda (1982) 
evaluated 41 varieties of sugarcane for the heritability 
of some quality characters and obtained maximum herita­
bility of 84.71% for brix. Herbert (1956) by crossing two 
low-brix varieties obtained progenies of relatively low 
quality juice, while crosses involving high-brix parents 
gave relatively high number of seedlings with higher brix 
values than either of the high brix parents. In addition, 
crossing a high brix variety with a low brix parent gave a 
high percentage of individuals with high brix juice.
Correlation of brix with stalk diameter, erectness 
and number of stalks in the plant and ratoon crops of
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sugarcane were found to be negligible (Herbert, 1956). 
Seshangiri (1973) studied the effect of flowering on brix 
in two varieties and found that in one variety flowering 
had a considerable effect resulting in significant losses 
in brix, while in the other variety flowering had no 
significant effect. Rao and Venkatraman (1929) reported 
that brix at Coimbatore had shown a sudden drop 
immediately previous to flowering. According to Viltos 
(1966) the flowering canes gave significantly higher brix 
values than nonflowering canes. In West Indies (Anonymous, 
1974) no evidence for significant differences in any of 
the components of cane quality (brix, purity and fibre) 
was found between flowered and nonflowered stalks. 
Hogarth (1971) made some correlation studies in sugarcane 
and reported negative correlation between brix and arrow­
ing percentage.
The present paper reports the results of 3 years 
studies on the heritability of pith and brix, and geno­
typic, phenotypic, and environmental correlations among 
flowering, pith and brix.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments were conducted at the U.S. Sugarcane 
Field Station, Canal Point, Florida during 1983, 1984, and 
1985. The sugarcane breeding population of the station 
provided the material used in this study.
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From the previous history of the breeding stock, 
parents with early, mid, and late flowering behavior were 
identified. Nine bi-parental crosses involving these 
parents in all possible combinations (with reciprocals) 
were selected for this study. Details of the crosses arid 
data collected on flowering are described in an earlier 
paper (Imran et al., 1986). The progenies of these 
crosses raised from true seeds were transplanted in field 
in May, 1982, and the first line trial from these trans­
planted seedlings was planted in December, 1982. The 
progenies of the crosses-had been selected for agronomic 
type only. No selection pressure had been exerted for 
flowering, brix or pith.
The progeny of the crosses and their parents space- 
planted in a completely randomized design in December, 
1982 were evaluated for flowering and pithiness during 
December, 1983. For taking data on pith, three stalks 
from each clone were transversely cut at approximately the 
middle internode with a sharp knife and the presence or 
absence of pith was recorded as "1" or “0" respectively 
after confirmation. Data on pith was recorded during the 
last week of December, 1983.
After recording data on flowering and pith, 20 clones 
in each cross (except 2 crosses where only 17 and 7 clones 
were available), were selected at random and a replicated 
trial in a randomized block design with three replications 
was planted during the last week of December, 1983. (For
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complete details, see Imran et al., 1986). Each replica­
tion included the parental clones, and all clones were 
space-planted 5 feet between rows and 8 feet within a row. 
Standard cultural procedures, as practiced at the station, 
were used during these experiments.
During 1984 and 1985, data on flowering and pith was 
recorded the same way as in 1983, except for brix (refrac- 
tometer readings), which were not recorded in 1983, were 
recorded during 1984 and 1985. Brix was recorded twice in 
December, 1984 and 1985. Brix recorded during the first 
week of December was designated as "early brix," while 
that recorded in the last week of December was designated 
as "late brix." A sharp punch with an attached cup and a 
hand-ref r actometer were used for this purpose. For 
recording data on brix, a randomly selected stalk in each 
clone was punctured in approximately the middle internode 
and refractometer readings were recorded on the juice so 
collected.
The genetic model of these experiments was virtually 
the same as the one discussed by Hogarth (1968) and the 
equations for deriving additive and dominance variances 
were used as given by Kempthorne (1957). In addition to 
the assumption of no epistasis, other assumptions made 
include: (i) random choice of parents from a random
mating population, and (ii) diploid inheritance.
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From the estimates of variance components, genotypic 
variance (<3'$ ) and phenotypic variance (0> ) were calcu­
lated as follows:
tS“ ** *■<*“/? ■+ <rD
X X X  X
P  ~ +  G'trtj' + (Ti
x.where denotes variance component due to the effect of
x.males, denotes variance component due to the effect
of females, designates variance component due to the
2.effect of male and female interaction, and <Te is error 
variance component.
Narrow sense heritability (h2) was estimated as the 
ratio of av* to , i.e. h 2 = /&p . Heritability
in the broad sense or the degree of genetic determination
0 L  ** o(g ) was estimated as the ratio of to <rP , i.e. g* =
a- x
/0~f> . Standard errors of heritabilities and the
degree of genetic determination were estimated according 
to Becker (1984).
Total direct genetic response in lines was parti­
tioned into average direct and average maternal genetic 
effects as discussed by Eisen et al. (1983).
Genotypic, phenotypic, and environmental correla­
tions among flowering, pith, and brix were calculated 
according to the methods of Becker (1975). Standard 
errors of these correlations were estimated following 
Becker (1984).
RESULTS
Estimates of heritability and degree of genetic 
determination for pith and brix are reported in Table 1. 
In general these estimates were low. The maximum value of 
39.0 percent heritability was recorded for pith in 1983, 
while the maximum heritability estimate of 35.3 percent 
was recorded for late brix in 1984. Heritability 
estimates for pith in 1984 and for early brix in 1983 were 
negligible. Similar results were obtained for the ratoon 
crop in 1985. Pith and brix are considered as moderately 
heritable characters (Dutt and Tuljaram, 1950; Brown, 
1965). As heritability estimates relate to a particular 
population in a particular environment, therefore these 
estimates may or may not be applicable elsewhere 
(Falconer, 1982).
Low heritability estimates in this study may be 
attributed to several factors: one, there was not much
variation among the parental clones for brix and pith, and 
as the range of variability for these characters was very 
narrow in the parental population, therefore it might have 
resulted in low heritability estimates in the crosses. 
Two, heritability is influenced by the complexity of a 
trait; the more complex it is, the lower its heritability 
(Robertson, 1952). Therefore, it is possible that both 
pith and brix might be complex traits. Finally, the
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Table 1. Heritability estimates for pith and brix
1983 1984 1985
Character h2 92 .... h2 g2 ... h2 92
Pith 0.390£ 0.086+ 0.006+ 0.021+ 0.036+ 0.007+
0.275 0.069 0.052 0.013 0.036 0.010
Early Brix 0.092+ 0.111+ 0.219 0.069+











heritability estimates have large standard errors (Table 
1) and therefore should be considered with caution.
Maternal effects of the early line for pith were 
consistently different from zero in 1983, 1984 and for the 
combined data of 1983 and 1984 (Table 2). The positive 
nature of these effects for the early line indicates that 
early line increased pithiness. Maternal effects of the 
mid and late lines, though statistically non-significant 
in 1983 and 1984, resulted in decreasing the incidence of 
pithiness. Maternal effects of the late line in 1985 were 
significantly different from zero and were negative in 
direction.
Average direct genetic effects of all the three lines 
(early, mid, and late) were much smaller compared to their 
maternal effects, and were non-significant. However, the 
negative values of the early line indicate a trend toward 
decreasing pithiness, while the positive effects of the 
mid line tended to increase it.
General combining ability of a line provides an esti­
mate of the best combination of direct genetic effects in 
crosses, and includes average direct genetic and line 
heterotic effects (Eisen et al., 1983). General combining 
ability effects were much smaller than the rest of the 
effects and were statistically non-significant. An inter­
esting point about general combining ability, was its 
consistency in magnitude and direction for the late line
Table 2. Average direct genetic effects (line), average maternal genetic effects (maternal), general combining ability
and line heterosis (hi) for pith.
1983 1984 1983 + 1984 combined 1985
Line9 line maternal qca hi line maternal gca hi line maternal gca hi line maternal qca hi
Early -0.016 0.162* -0.024 0.036 -0.133 0.099* 0.034 0.092 -0.075 0.131** 0.005 0.064 -0.053 0.086 -0.030 -0.039
Mid 0.104 -0.043 0.044 0.039 0.047 -0.031 --0.014 0.023 0.076 -0.037 0.015 0.031 -0.031 0.031 -0.011 -0.035
Late -0.088 -0.119 -0.019 0.056 0.086 -0.069 -■0.019 0.011 -0.001 -0.094* -0.019 0.033 0.083 -0.117* 0.041 -0.038
aEarly = early flowering; Mid = mid-season flowering; and Late = late flowering.
* P < 0.05 **P < 0.01
•V l
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in 1983r 1984, and for the combined data of 1983 and 1984 
(Table 2).
As most of the other effects, line direct heterotic 
effects for pith were non-significant (Table 2). However, 
early and mid lines showed comparatively larger heterotic 
effects in 1984, and these lines were expected to 
contribute the most to direct heterosis of a cross (hij). 
This expectation was realized and the cross E * M showed 
the highest percent direct heterosis in 1984 (Table 3).
Direct heterotic effects of crosses (hij) were non­
significant for all crosses (Table 3). The explanation 
for this is twofold: Either the gene frequency for a
particular component of pith that shows dominance have not 
been modified by selection, or, alternatively, the 
components of pith that have been modified are mainly 
additive (Eisen et al., 1983).
**
Specific reciprocal effects (rij) for pith were con­
sistently non-significant during the course of this study 
(Table 3). This indicates no specific cytoplasmic effects 
on pithiness.
Average direct genetic effects of the early and late 
lines were highly significant and opposite in direction 
for early and late brix. Early line increased both early 
and late brix, while late line resulted in a decrease of 
early and late brix. Average direct genetic effects of
Table 3. Direct heterosis of a cross (hij), direct heterosis of cross as percent of
**
raid-parent (hij%), and specific reciprocal effects (rij) for pith
Cross
1983 1984 1983 + 1984 combined 1985
. hij hi j%
**
. rij... . _ hij. hi j%
**





E * M 0.019 3.80 0.019 0.104 20.80 0.044 0.062 10.97 0.031 -0.037 -7.201 0.041
E * L 0.052 10.40 -0.019 0.079 15.80 -0.044 0.066 12.00 --0.031 -0.042 -7.755 -0.041
M * L 0.059 5.90 0.019 -0.058 5.80 0.044 0.001 0.20 0.031 -0.033 -6.333 0.041
SE 0.09 0.040 0.06 0.029 0.061 0.034 0.067 0.031
o\ vo
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the mid line were highly significant for late brix and 
resulted in a decrease of late brix (Table 4).
Except of late line for early brix, the average 
maternal genetic effects of all the three lines were 
highly significant for early and late brix in 1984 plant 
crop. Early line showed negative effects, while effects 
of the mid and late line were positive. In the ratoon 
crop of 1985, maternal effects of the early and late lines 
were highly significant for both early and late brix.
Though statistically non-significant, general combin­
ing ability of the early and mid lines resulted in a 
decrease of early and late brix in 1984, while the gi 
effects of the late line made positive contribution to 
early brix. General combining ability of the late line 
for late brix was highly significant and positive in its 
effect (Table 4). Line heterotic effects were similar to 
gi effects for both early and late brix. Line heterotic 
effects of the early line for late brix were significant 
and negative in direction (Table 4). Early line resulted 
in highly significant and positive gi effects for early 
brix in 1985.
Crosses E * M and M * L resulted in significant 
direct heterosis for early and late brix in 1984. The E * 
M cross significantly decreased early and late brix, while 
the M * L cross significantly increased it (Table 5). 
Direct heterotic effects of the E * L cross were much less
Table 4, Average direct genetic effects (line), average maternal genetic effects
(maternal), general combining ability (gca), and line heterosis (hi)
for early and late brix.
Line
1984
Early Brix Late Brix
line maternal gca hi line maternal gca hi
Early 0.737** -0.715** -0.213 -0.330 0.935** -1.062** -0.127 -0.449*
Mid -0.062 0.444** -0.049 -0.079 -0.272** 0.594** -0.340 -0.254
Late -0.799** 0.271 0.262 0.291 -0.663** 0.468** 0.467** 0.247
SE 0.271 0.182 0.182 0.203 0.271 0.182 0.182 0.203





Early Brix Late Brix
line maternal gca hi line maternal gca hi
Early 0.367 -0.815** 0.498** -0.072 0.029 -0.445** 0.133 0.206
Mid 0.378 0.221 -0.286 0.246 0.404* 0.073 -0.068 0.012
Late -0.745** 0.594** -0.212 0.314* -0.434* 0.372** -0.066 0.222
SE 0.226 0.157 0.156 0.165 0.196 0.125 0.125 0.135




Table 5. Direct heterosis of a cross (hij), direct heterosis of a cross as percent of mid-parent (hij%),
**
and specific reciprocal effects (rij), for early and late brix.
1984 1985
Early Brix Late Brix Early Brix Late Brix** ** ** **
Cross hij hii% rij hii hii% rij hii hii% rii hij hij% rij
E * M -0.701** -3.823 0.428** -0.950** -4.957 0.163 0.005 0.027 0.040 -0.005 -0.026 -0.024
E * L 0.040 0.197 -0.428** 0.052 0.264 -0.163 0.641** 3.547 -0.040 0.417* 2.174 0.024
M * L 0.542* 2.601 0.428** 0.442* 2.210 0.163 -0.148 -0.802 0.040 0.028 0.144 -0.024
SE 0.261 0.116 0.261 ---- 0.116 0.222 ---- 0.098 0.145 0.082
* P < .05
**P < .01
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than the other two crosses. In the ratoon crop of 1985, E 
* L cross resulted In significant heterotic effects for 
early and late brix.
**
Specific reciprocal effects (rij) i.e. reciprocal 
effects (rij) corrected for maternal effects were highly 
significant for early brix in 1984. This means that the 
mid and late lines used as female may contribute some 
specific cytoplasmic effects when crossed with early and 
mid males as shown in Table 5.
Genotypic, phenotypic, and environmental correlations 
of some characters are reported in Table 6, Table 7, and 
Table 8. On the basis of combined data of 1983 and 1984, 
it was found that there was a high positive genotypic 
correlation of the date of first flowering with the date 
of maximum flowering and average flowering date. A high 
positive genotypic correlation between the date of maximum 
flowering and average flowering date was also evident 
(Table 6). Genotypic correlations of the date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering, and average 
flowering date with percent flowering and pith were high 
and negative. There was a high and positive genotypic 
correlation between pith and percent flowering. All of 
the genotypic correlations had large standard errors.
There was a positive and high phenotypic correlation 
of the date of first flowering with the date of maximum
Table 6. Genotypic (g), phenotypic (p), and environmental (e) correlations of five characters on the
basis of combined data of 1983 and 1984 (plant crops).
DOMF AFD PTF PITH





























































aDOFF = date of first flowering; DOMF = date of maximum flowering; AFD = average flowering date; ETF = percent
flowering.
Table 7. Genotypic (g), phenotypic (p), and environmental (e) correlations of early
brix (Brix 1) and late brix (Brix 3) with some other characters in 1984.

































































aBrix 1 = early brix; Brix 3 = late brix; DOFF = date of first flowering; DOMF = 
date of maximum flowering, AFD = average flowering date; PTF - percent flowering.
Table 8. Genotypic (g), phenotypic (p), and environmental (e) correlations of some
characters in 1985 (ratoon crop).
DOMF AFD PTF
Characters3 (g) ___ (P) (e) .. (g) (P) (e) (g) _(P_). (e)
DOFF 0.997 0.914 0.888 0.996 0.974 0.968 -0.996 -0.916 0.890
t0.791 +0.045 ±0.083 ±0.792 ±0.045 +0.089 +0.761 ±0.045 ±0.083
DOMF — — ____— — — 1.001 0.96i 0.947 -0.992 -0.868 -0.824
±0.810 +0.045 ±0.088 ±0.769 +0.045 40.078
AFD -------------- —  „--------- _ ---- .— .— _ ------------- ---------- -0.989 -0.919 -0.893
PTF ----- -------------- -------------- — -------- -------------- --------------
+0.779 40.045 + 0.083
PITH 
Brix 1 ■-------------- -------------- ------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
aDOFF = date of first flowering; DOMF = date of maximum flowering; AFD = average
flowering date; PTF = percent flowering.
Table 8. (continued)
PITH Brix 1 Brix 2



























































































aDOFF = date of first flowering; DOMF = date of maximum flowering; AFD = average
flowering date; PTF = percent flowering.
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flowering and average flowering date. The phenotypic cor­
relation of the date of maximum flowering with average 
flowering date was also high and positive. Phenotypic 
correlation of percent flowering with the date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering and average flowering 
date was high and negative. Comparatively very low and 
negative phenotypic correlations were obtained for pith 
with the date of first flowering, date of m a x i m u m  
flowering and average flowering date. A small, but 
positive phenotypic correlation was observed for pith with 
percent flowering (Table 6).
Environmental correlations were comparatively 
smaller than the genotypic and most of the phenotypic cor­
relations. Except for the date of first flowering with 
the date of maximum flowering, date of first flowering and 
average flowering date, and the date of maximum flowering 
with average flowering date, the rest of the environmental 
correlations were negligible (Table 6). This means that 
the environmental factors causing variation in most of 
these characters act independently.
A positive genotypic correlation of early and late 
brix with the date of first flowering, date of maximum 
flowering and average flowering date was obtained. The 
genotypic correlation of early brix with late brix was 
high and positive (Table 7). A negative genotypic corre­
lation of percent flowering and pith with early and late
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brix was observed. Though less in magnitude, the pheno­
typic correlations followed the same pattern as genotypic 
correlations. Except for late brix with percent flowering 
and pith, the environmental correlations were very small.
In the ratoon crop of 1985, the correlations showed 
similar trend as for the combined data of 1983 and 1984 
plant crops (Table 8). However, the environmental corre­
lations of the date of first flowering with the date of 
maximum flowering, average flowering date and percent 
flowering; the date of maximum flowering with average 
flowering date and percent flowering; and of average 
flowering date with percent flowering were much larger 
than for the combined data of 1983 and 1984. These high 
environmental correlations indicate that the environmental 
factors causing variations in these characters are not 
independent.
DISCUSSION
Heritability estimates are of great importance to a 
breeder involved in plant or animal improvement programs. 
Though heritability applies to a particular population and 
a given environment, it is still of great practical 
importance to breeders. Heritability in the narrow sense 
measures the proportion of phenotypic variation that 
results from substituting one allele for another, so this
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quantity, if large, predicts that selection progress for a 
trait will be rapid. If this quantity is small, then 
alternative breeding methods and special forms of 
selection are required (Suzuki et al., 1981).
Low heritability estimates for pith and brix in this 
study may be attributed to the fact that the crosses were 
selected on the basis of flowering type of parents only 
and there was not much variability for pith and brix in 
the parental varieties used in this study. This might have 
resulted in low heritability estimates in the progenies.
Partitioning of total direct response for pith into 
average direct and average maternal genetic effects 
indicated that maternal effects of the early and late 
lines were important in influencing the incidence of 
pithiness. Maternal effects of the early line resulted in 
an increase in the incidence of pithiness, while that of 
the late line decreased it. Maternal effects have been 
reported to be important for some other traits in sugar­
cane (Imran et al., 1986; Raghavan, 1951; Raghavan and 
Govindaswami; 1956). Superiority in traits known to be 
maternally controlled will identify lines more suitable as 
female parents in crossing. Similarly, superiority in 
traits largely determined by the line average direct 
genetic effects will help the breeder in identifying a 
promising male parent in crossings.
General combining ability, which involves mostly 
additive genetic effects (Griffing, 1956), was found to be
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non-significant for the incidence of pithiness. A limita­
tion of the present study is that specific combining 
ability, which includes dominance and epistatic effects, 
could not be estimated because in a 3 * 3 diallel it is 
not possible to estimate specific combining ability. 
However, apart from non-additive genetic effects {specific 
combining ability) on the incidence of pithiness, whenever 
heritability and the degree of genetic determination are 
low (as was the case in this study), then environmental 
variance is large compared to genetic variance (Suzuki et 
al., 1981). According to Subbiah (1947), environment 
plays an important role in the development of pith in some 
varieties of sugarcane, while according to Dillewijn 
(1952), pithiness is either inherent in the variety or 
results from adverse growing conditions.
In general, both average direct and average maternal 
genetic effects of the lines were highly important in 
influencing early and late brix. The average direct 
genetic effects of the early line resulted in an increase 
of both early and late brix, while its maternal effects 
were important in decreasing both early and late brix. In 
case of mid and late lines, the contribution of average 
direct and average maternal genetic effects was opposite 
of the early line. The average direct genetic effects of 
the mid and late lines resulted in a decrease of both 
early and late brix, while their maternal effects were
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important in increasing both early and late brix. This 
means that both early and late brix can be improved by 
using early line as a male parent, and mid and late lines 
as female parents in the crossing program. The crosses E * 
M and E * L resulted in the improvement of both early and 
late brix in this study.
Correlations are important for measuring the response 
to selection for correlated characters in sugarcane. The 
genotypic and phenotypic correlations of the date of first 
flowering with the date of maximum flowering and average 
flowering date, and of the average flowering date with the 
maximum flowering date, were large and positive. However, 
it should be noted that all of the genotypic correlations 
had large standard errors. These high and positive 
genotypic correlations indicate that the date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering and average flowering 
date are controlled by similar genetic factors. Because 
of high correlations the breeder only needs to monitor 
date of first flowering of potential breeding parents and 
no need to calculate averages or other data management.
The environmental correlations of the date of first 
flowering with the maximum date of flowering and average 
flowering date, and of average flowering date with the 
maximum flowering date, were comparatively lower than 
genotypic and phenotypic correlations but were positive. 
This means that the characters were not completely
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independent in their response to environment. This is not 
surprising, because one would expect that characters 
having similar genetic factors would be influenced equally 
by the environment. However, this is not always true and 
sometimes characters show independence in relation to 
environment in spite of their very high genotypic 
correlations (Taneja et al., 1965).
The negative and high genotypic correlations of 
percent flowering and pith with the date of first flower­
ing, date of maximum flowering, and average flowering date 
indicates that earliness in the dates of first flowering, 
maximum flowering and average flowering resulted in an 
increase of percent flowering and pith or vice versa. 
This means that percent flowering and pith were 
genetically associated with the dates of first flowering, 
maximum flowering and average flowering. The high and 
negative phenotypic correlation of. percent flowering with 
the dates of first flowering, maximum flowering and 
average flowering will allow one to make use of correlated 
response in selection. The environmental correlations of 
percent flowering and pith with the dates of first 
flowering, maximum flowering and average flowering were 
negligible. It appears that the environmental factors 
causing variation in these characters act independently.
Pith and percent flowering were positively corre­
lated. This clearly indicates a positive correlated
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response between pith and percent flowering. Evan (1966) 
also found a positive phenotypic correlation between 
pithiness and percent flowering. These correlations agree 
with the basic genome: Spontanium are early flowering,
pithy, and low in brix, while Officinarium are late 
flowering, solid, and high in brix.
The positive genotypic correlation of the early and 
late brix with the date of first flowering, date of maxi­
mum flowering and average flowering date indicate that an 
increase or delay in these dates resulted in an increase 
of early and late brix. The negative genotypic correla­
tions of percent flowering and pith with early and late 
brix mean that as percent flowering and pithiness 
increased, both early and late brix decreased. Hogarth 
(1971) also reported a negative genotypic correlation 
between brix and percent flowering. A very high and posi­
tive genotypic correlation of early brix with late brix 
indicates that both early and late brix are controlled by 
the same set of genetic factors. The positive phenotypic 
correlation of early brix with late brix will facilitate 
selection that will subsequently guarantee correlated 
response.
The comparatively high and negative environmental 
correlations of late brix with percent flowering and pith 
show that the environmental factors affecting these 
characters are not independent.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
An efficient sugarcane breeding program depends on 
the knowledge of heritability of various aspects of 
flowering in the population of interest. Date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering, average flowering 
date, and percent flowering are the most important aspects 
of flowering for the sugarcane breeder.
Experimental results indicated that the date of first 
flowering, date of maximum flowering, average flowering 
date, and percent flowering are heritable characters. As 
heritability estimates are generally reported for a 
particular population in a particular set of environments, 
therefore these results may or may not be applicable 
elsewhere. However, depending on the population of 
interest and the environmental conditions experienced, 
this information may be of some use to a sugarcane 
breeder.
Partitioning of total direct response in parental 
lines into average direct and average maternal genetic 
effects provides useful information about the breeding 
potential of parents. With such information at hand, a 
breeder can easily identify parental lines suitable as 
male or female for superiority of traits known to be 
determined by the individual genotype or maternal effects
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respectively. Such partitioning in this study indicated 
that average maternal genetic effects of the early and 
late lines were larger in magnitude than all the charac­
ters studied. In general, maternal effects of the early 
line resulted in earlier dates of first flowering, maximum 
flowering and average flowering date, while that of the 
late line delayed these dates. Early line increased 
percent flowering and late line decreased it.
Maternal effects of the early line resulted in an 
increase in the incidence of pithiness, while that of mid 
and late lines decreased it. Maternal effects of the 
early line decreased early and late brix, while that of 
the late line increased both early and late brix.
Correlation studies indicated high and positive 
genotypic and phenotypic correlations of the date of first 
flowering with the date of maximum flowering and average 
flowering date. The high genotypic and phenotypic corre­
lations and almost similar heritability estimates for the 
dates of first flowering, maximum flowering, average 
flowering, and percent flowering clearly indicate that 
these characters are controlled by similar genes. This 
means that selection for early flowering will also assure 
selection for the other two characters. The positive 
correlation of pith with percent flowering indicates that 
pithy varieties will result in more flowering or vice 
versa. The negative correlation of brix with pith and
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percent flowering means that when there is an increase in 
pithiness or percent flowering, brix decreases or vice 
versa.
Environmental correlations were generally small and 
negligible in the plant crops, which means that environ­
mental conditions causing variations in these characters 
were independent. However, in the ratoon crop, environ­
mental correlations of the date of first flowering with 
the date of maximum flowering, average flowering date and 
percent flowering; that of the date of maximum flowering 
with average flowering date and percent flowering; and of 
average flowering date with percent flowering were high. 
This indicates that environmental conditions causing vari­
ation in these characters were not independent.
Selection for a desired trait would be more effective 
if the trait is repeatable across different environments. 
Clonal (rp) and individual (ri) repeatabilities for the 
various characters studied indicated that clonal repeata­
bility was more important than individual repeatability 
(Appendices 1 and 2). This means that there was more 
variation between the plant and ratoon crop than between 
the two plant crops. In general plant crop is more 
vigorous than the ratoon crop and this might have some 
effect on the repeatabilities of the characters studied. 
Clonal and individual repeatabilities for pith were very 




Appendix 1: Clonal repeatability {rp) for various traits
between 1983 and 1984 (plant crops).
DOFF DOMF AFD PTF PITH
rp .336 .431 .347 .323 .129
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Appendix 2: Individual repeatability (ri) for various
traits between plant crop and its ratoon.
DOFF DOMF AFD PTF PITH Brix 1 Brix 2
ri .211 .212 .204 .160 .020 .161 .111
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